SUMMARY The aim of this paper is to propose a modeling of corporate knowledge in cyberworlds. An enterprise is considered in the framework of multiagent methodology as a distributed computational system. The Agent-Oriented Abstraction paradigm was proposed earlier to describe in a fully generic way agents and societies of agents. In this paper, we are investigating the application of this paradigm to the abstract modeling of corporate knowledge, extending the scope of traditional knowledge management approaches. We show that such an abstraction mechanism leads to very practical applications for cyberworlds whether on the web or on any other medium. Our approach covers the broader possible scope of corporate knowledge, emphasizing the distributivity and autonomy of agents within cyber systems. This approach can be further used to better simulate and support knowledge management processes.
Introduction
The concept of corporate knowledge can be approached from, at least, two directions. The traditional one lies fully in business and refers to the amount and quality of know-how, expertise and information available throughout a company. The second one is set in the framework of information technology and is tightly linked to the various and diverse methods and paradigms that are used to represent knowledge. Nowadays, with the advent of e-business these two concepts are becoming interrelated. Adopting the IT point of view leads to think of an enterprise as a distributed computational paradigm. Multiagent systems have been invented to tackle distributed problems in artificial intelligence but are today seen also as a management methodology. It is not a new idea to model a company as a multi-agent system. It is however a new idea to investigate what abstraction mechanisms for agent methodologies can add to such a modeling.
In this paper we investigate the application of the Agent Oriented Abstraction model [3] to the abstract modeling of corporate knowledge. The Agent Oriented Abstraction has been proposed to describe in a fully generic way the concept of agents. The word generic means that we can abstract in a same model the def- † LIRIS (CNRS FRE 2672), INSA-Lyon, France † † IAKS, University of Karlsruhe, Germany a) E-mail: pierre.maret@liris.cnrs.fr b) E-mail: calmet@ira.uka.de * A shorter and less polished version of this paper was presented at the Cyberworlds Conference, Tokyo 2004.
inition of an agent and the definition for a society or a system of agents. We show that such an abstraction mechanism leads to very practical applications for corporate knowledge, whether on the web or on any other support. The paper is organized as follows: section 2 gives an overview of the existing relevant approaches to corporate knowledge. Section 3 is a short presentation of the Agent Oriented Abstraction. Section 4 consists of the description of the abstract modeling of corporate knowledge within the agent oriented abstraction model. Section 5 is a case study description that serves to illustrate our approach. The implementation of this case study requires to propose a new concept of virtual knowledge communities. The basic relevant concepts are, very simply, introduced in section 6. Our conclusions are presented in section 7. In particular we give some pointers on how to filter the flow of knowledge, often spurious, that could flood any system and make it victim of some sort of unplanned denial of services.
Approaches to Corporate Knowledge
Corporate knowledge generally covers several domains such as document management, knowledge management, discussion forums, skill management and knowledge engineering. The main paradigms to represent knowledge are logic, frames or semantic nets. Inference and reasoning capabilities are closely associated to these paradigms of knowledge representation when knowledge is going to be used or valued. The document and knowledge management domain is linked to document repositories (including Internet), indexing, search engines, information filtering, knowledge extraction through document mining just to name a few related fields. Thesaurus and ontology are also widely used. Documents can be distributed, web-based, structured, semi-structured or unstructured. Discussion forums take advantage of communication facilities within a community of individuals. The main concepts in this domain are topics, participants and messages. Recommender systems also known as collaborative filters [15] do belong to this domain. Skill management consists of identifying, recording and updating individual competences in order to use them appropriately and to identify possible lacks of competences [8] . Knowledge engineering concentrates on capturing, structuring, inferring and distributing knowledge. It is linked to spe-cific knowledge engineering techniques and to document repositories. Knowledge can be recorded manually or extracted automatically, for instance from a company's document or from web pages. User's profiles are currently used to ensure the diffusion of the right information to the right users. To decide on how to spread information throughout a company is a key decision in any management. It is nowadays heuristically designed and decided. There is however a lack of formal models in information technology to tackle such problems. Knowledge management can be considered in the perspective of rationalizing and storing internal knowledge and in the perspective of feeding a knowledge base with imported knowledge from external sources [14] , [16] .
The paradigm underlying most of the approaches listed above remains the database paradigm: Information is mostly centralized within an uniform information structure. In agreement with Bonifacio [1] we argue that this approach is not compliant with the very nature of knowledge that is subjective, distributed and contextual. Multiagent systems (MAS) have been introduced as a methodology to address distributed computing problems in artificial intelligence. They have evolved as a management methodology and a software engineering design leading to object-oriented-like systems. MAS are by definition heterogeneous systems. Main software agents developed in the KM area implement functionalities of KM [20] : extraction of knowledge from document bases [6] , [7] , [9] , user's profile identification [7] , knowledge targeted diffusion [4] , [8] . When adequately considering most of these tools, we observe that they solely cover single issues of corporate knowledge and that they do not propose a broad and generic view on corporate knowledge. Indeed, the level of abstraction remains mostly insufficient and the broad scope of available knowledge is not considered appropriately.
Another approach of MAS consists of considering agents for modeling the organizational environment. Zambonelli [22] considers this societal approach and proposes an abstraction for computational organization. Shoham [19] proposes what he calls agent-oriented programming (AOP) by analogy to object-oriented programming. However, this is not a real abstraction as in OOP. In [3] we propose an agent-oriented abstraction (AOA) and we show that this approach can be generalized to describe in a fully generic way a society of agents [2] with some required and selected features. It offers a smooth transition between agent level and society level. It is briefly presented hereafter. We will demonstrate in this article that corporate knowledge can take advantage of agent-oriented abstraction.
Agent oriented abstraction
The AOA paradigm covers the concepts of agents, annotated knowledge, utility functions and society of agents. AOA associates to agents the usual features (ability to perceive, reason, act, communicate [12] ) and it is compliant with a societal approach of agents. Indeed, AOA is based on Weber's classical theory in Sociology [21] . Very briefly, it can be said that Weber states that a society is the result of the actions of individuals.
AOA assumes that agents are entities consisting of both a knowledge component and a decision mechanism system. The knowledge component covers any piece of information available in an enterprise from the technology required to design and produce goods to management decision policy through human relations and internal or external communication. It is partitioned into components, also called annotations: ontology, communication, cognition and security. An agent's decision mechanism system is related to its tasks and goals. It generates utility functions. Utility functions measure the efficiency of the decisions, for instance choosing the next task to execute or choosing a parameter value within a task. Utility functions are structured into classes. The decision making system is based upon the knowledge component. Agents are then abstractly defined in terms of knowledge and utility. Specializations are made through implementations.
The AOA model extends the abstraction capabilities of the existing Agent-Oriented Programming paradigm (AOP) of Shoham. While AOP does not duplicate what OOP is for programming language, it is purely a societal approach of the design of MAS relying on a BDI (Belief, Desire, Intention) knowledge approach, AOA does it. In this paper, we are investigating the application of this model to the abstract modeling of corporate knowledge. We show that such an abstraction mechanism leads to very practical applications whether on the web or on any other support.
The knowledge company abstraction
The aim of this section is to present a general framework addressing knowledge management issues within companies. This abstraction is structured along the same lines that are used to introduce AOA. Our approach is based on distinct basic concepts: agents, annotated knowledge and clusters. We set as an axiom that the activity within a company is defined through its corporate memory. Corporate memory encompasses then any piece of information available into the enterprise from the technology required to design and produce goods to management decision policy through human relations and internal or external communication. Our approach of corporate knowledge can be summarized in the following definitions:
Definition 1
A company is composed of agents (individuals and automata). Agents possess knowledge.
This definition implies that individual and automata are considered under the same agent abstraction. Considering the usual approaches, agents are active objects with the ability to perceive, to reason and to act. In addition, it is generally assumed that agents have explicitly represented knowledge and that they have communication ability. We assess this to be the right level of abstraction because it enables to describe indifferently behavior of individuals, usual software systems or native agent-based software. Societal behavior consists of communication among agents. Each agent must of course be provided with a suitable interface: individuals must be provided with a software user-interface, software systems must be provided with related API (Application Program Interface), for instance. As a single example we propose to consider the transfer of a phone call from a secretariat office to a manager office: it can be done manually by an individual or it can be done automatically by a (more or less sophisticated) computer-based answering machine. With respect to the knowledge component, such a task remains conceptually identical whether it is carried out by the former or the latter actor. The knowledge for this task consists of the phone number of the person to be called and possibly of the conditions under which the call is transferred or not. Tasks processed by agents require some existing knowledge and may generate some knowledge production. Following on the previous simple example, the call placed (date, time, phone number) can be recorded as a new knowledge item by the agent.
Definition 2
Agent's knowledge is annotated and annotations are classes (or types) structuring the knowledge.
Definition 2 enables the following comments. Classical models for e-commerce do associate an ontology to an agent. An ontology represents some structured knowledge. It is usually a specification of objects, concepts and relationships. Such a model is not general enough to assess that the knowledge component of an agent is solely an ontology. Of course this knowledge has most of the time an ontological component. It has been proposed in the AOA approach to extend it to three other components: communication, cognition and integrity mechanisms. The communication component covers the communication abilities of an agent, protocols, message types, etc. The cognition component concerns the reasoning capabilities of the agent. Reasoning can be supported by formalized representations, for instance logic, pragmatics decision making such as intuition or models, for instance heuristics. The integrity component covers legal aspects, regulations, security issues related to the agent. This distinction into these four dimensions is purely heuristic and intuitive and must not be considered as exhaustive. It can be extended. The concept of annotated knowledge is introduced to structure knowledge of agents. Annotations are classes of knowledge. They enable a hierarchical partitioning of knowledge as well as specialization through inheritance. Inheritance from different annotations and classes is possible, and classes may thus concern several annotations. A knowledge item i can then be annotated by several annotations a 1 , . . . , a n which confers to this item some properties. For instance, messages may be allowed in a communication protocol based upon belief maintenance (communication annotation) and in the same time they may be constrained by the regulations governing the society for this agent (integrity annotation).
Definition 3
Clusters are coherent subsets of agent's knowledge. Clusters are defined through filters.
A consequence of definition 3 is that clusters and filters are first level abstractions of our approach. A cluster is a sub-part (or sub-class) of agent's knowledge. Clusters can be considered as external views on the agent's knowledge (database vocabulary). A cluster k may be, for instance, related to a task or to a given topic. A single concept constitutes the simplest cluster. For a knowledge component consisting in a set C of concepts, the set CL of clusters is defined recursively:
Subclusters ∈ 2 CL \∅ is the set of clusters that participate in k, Head ∈ Subclusters is non-empty.
Relations define the relations inside the cluster and in-between subclusters.
Basic operators on clusters may be defined, such as addition, filtering, search, is sub-part of, compare, etc. Filters are operators for extracting sub-clusters from more extended clusters. For instance, a filter can be applied to remove sensible information from a cluster before broadcasting it. Knowledge annotations and classes are a way to extract relevant clusters.
Definition 4
Actions and decisions of an agent are performed/taken according to its knowledge and related to its decision making mechanism and evaluated by utility functions.
A purpose for definition 4 is that agents rely on their knowledge to make decisions and to carry out actions. Taking into account their decision mechanism, they define utility functions to evaluate the impact of actions when assessing their state, their environment perception and their assigned goals. Any type of actions is treated similarly whether it is a communication action or a safety directed action or any other one. Agents are by definition autonomous and they achieve their assigned goals without any external contribution to the required actions regarding, for instance, knowledge diffusion or query. This implies that they are provided with goals that can be directly of indirectly translated into communication actions. A greedy agent may for instance permanently perform queries in order to increase its amount of knowledge. A secret agent may refuse to answer queries. This modeling of corporate knowledge supports any type of communication arising from all types of social organization. One may models ranging from a rigid hierarchy as in a trust to a totally anarchical society where each agent has a same weight in the decision making process.
Definition 5
Corporate knowledge is the knowledge provided by individual agents that structure a company. It is made of stored knowledge and of mined knowledge resulting from internal and external communication exchanges.
The reason behind definition 5 is that corporate knowledge consists of agents with their proper knowledge and their associated communication mechanisms. The concept of knowledge is meant here to be as large as possible. It covers any information an agent either has or can access. Therefore, the societal dimension of knowledge is emphasized. This is to be compared to the more traditional approach to corporate knowledge which is very often monolithic and centralized and which considers knowledge as external to agents. In this model, corporate knowledge management does not require to set objectivity as a global feature. In addition, no knowledge source for a single agent is supposed to be exhaustive. Indeed, it can not be assumed that an agent's knowledge is complete and this knowledge may be contradictory with the knowledge of other agents. Furthermore, tasks carried out by agents are necessarily integrated into a company business process and into any interaction with other agents. Our approach is compliant with this since the knowledge of agents integrates its behavior within the environment.
Comments
The main motivation for this approach is to avoid the separation between agents and knowledge. In other words, we would say that knowledge is not external to the entity that is defined to be an agent. It is rather one of the intrisic components of the concept of agent. By taking this point of view, knowledge is kept as close as possible to its use during task processing. Knowledge is therefore not considered and recorded in a database-like paradigm, rather in an individualized paradigm.
An additional comment concerns the proposed approach and its link to the AOA approach. The latter proposes to consider agents in a framework composed of two components: the knowledge component and a decision making system. Our approach is a continuation and a validation of the AOA approach applied to corporate knowledge. Thus, emphasis is put on the knowledge component and little on the agent decision making system (with features such as utility functions). Doing so, agents remain undifferentiated whether they consist of a software application (stand alone or complex/distributed) or of an intelligent userinterfaces dedicated to an individual. The decision making system remains conceptually identical in both cases. An important fact is that it is strongly related to the tasks assigned to the agent.
Case study

Single scenario
We introduce a very simple example and we progressively develop it to partially illustrate our approach. Let us consider a one-person consulting enterprise. This person is in charge of all required tasks: advertisement, phone calls, meetings, meeting's preparation, letter writing, typing, billing and accounting among many others. Knowledge sharing within the company does not appear since only one person is concerned. Knowledge exchange appears with customers. Let us assume that the business goes so well that the consultant decides to buy an answering machine since s/he leaves the office more frequently. Information is going to be formalized and transmitted within the company, from the consultant to the answering machine and from the answering machine to the consultant. Now, let us assume that the owner decides to hire a bookkeeper because it takes too much time to do the accounting. A flow of information must then be transferred to the new employee, initially occasionally and then regularly each day. As in many small companies, the business flow is usually not steady. The consultant is sometimes overloaded and sometimes idle. Then, s/he decides to pool with others independent consultants in order to be able to negotiate work transfers with the objectives of sharing/distributing the workload, avoiding a loss of opportunities from clients and hopefully increasing gains.
Modeling within the AOA
The modeling of corporate knowledge within our approach can be partially illustrated in the framework of the example described below. Agents in this example will take the following names: AC1 (for Agent Consultant 1), EAC (for External Agent Client), AAM (for Agent Answering Machine), ABK (for Agent Book Keeper) and AC2 (for Agent Consultant 2).
AC1 pursues an activity consisting of several tasks: searching for customers (prospecting), signing contracts, gathering information, producing results, etc.
AC1 knowledge regarding EAC Ontology knowledge:
company structure and actors, domain of activity, tasks description, consultant's methodology, etc. Communication: synchronous/asynchronous, negotiation, cooperation Safety: encryption, authentication, authorization AAM identification, secret access code, pre-registered announce, delay before answering, messages led by callers (transferred from AAM), client EAC, EACphnb, AC1-urgentCall Communication: synchronous, master/slave Cognition: rule: Call from client EAC is an "urgent call" Safety: encryption method for messages These tasks are divided into sub-tasks and are associated to utility functions that serve to select the next task to perform. Following the AOA approach, the knowledge of agents can be divided into 4 classes: ontology, communication, cognition and security. The ontology knowledge of AC1 covers: prospecting (meetings, arguments, etc.), producing (clients, documents, meetings, etc.), application domains, etc. We assume that the client is simulated through a single agent called EAC. Interaction protocols between AC1 and EAC may be sometimes synchronous and sometimes asynchronous, they may include negotiation phases and cooperative phases. AC1 may ask questions, organize discussions, observe meetings, etc. Doing so, it collects knowledge transferred to or from EAC. Knowledge is structured or unstructured, complete or incomplete, certain or uncertain. It concerns of course the study carried out by AC1: the firm structure and actors, the field of activity, the tasks description, the methodology etc. Subclasses of annotations are used to structure knowledge. Specializations of these subclasses are created during the study, either through computations (queries, data mining) or manually. Tips or conclusions are transferred (regularly or at the end of the study) from AC1 to EAC. Filters can be defined within AC1 to create knowledge clusters, for instance for considering different departments at the customer's site, tasks, issues etc. An example of safety rule could be the use of encryption methods for communications. Before exchanging knowledge with a client, AC1 must then select some knowledge (cluster), choose a communication method and an encryption method that will be applied to messages during the exchanges. See figure 1.
AC1 communicates with AAM in a master/slave mode, that is, AC1 controls AAM behavioral parameters. The main tasks of AC1 related to communication with AAM are: set of parameters, put on, put off and ask for messages. A task is executed when its associated utility function is predominant (for instance the utility function for put on is maximal when AC1 is very busy). AC1 transfers to AAM the values of parameters such as: secret access code, pre-registered vocal announcement or delay before answering. AC1 can also ask AAM for messages left by callers. A more sophisticated relation between AC1 and AAM is the following: AC1 is provided with the fact that it must not miss a call from client EAC. EAC phone number is known (EAC-phnb), and AC1 will be joinable at the phone number AC1-urgentCall. Information is transferred to AAM. It has the ability to identify phone callers and to enact appropriate actions. Regarding security issues, AC1 can ask AAM to encrypt recorded messages before their transfer. To this end, the encryption method is transmitted to AAM. AC1 will then be the only agent being able to understand these messages. For a short presentation see figure 2. One could also introduce a non-disclosure agreement at a given step of the communication process with a client.
The accountant is an employee of the consultant and obeys her/his directives (in the framework of existing laws and of their respective competence). AC1 communicates with ABK in a collaborative mode. Indeed, even if ABK obeys to AC1 orders, it acts in the framework of legality in its domain of competence. AC1 and ABK decide how they will communicate (orally, by email, once a day, etc.). Tasks of AC1 linked to book keeping are for example: start new expenses, negotiate new credit line with banker, start invoicing process, etc. Utility functions related to these respective tasks can be: expected return on investment, credit negotiation opportunity (company's good results, change of banker) or completion of a study. Ontology knowledge of AC1 regarding the collaboration with ABK consists for instance of ABK identification, planned expenses, actual expenses, incomes, turnover, clients, suppliers, banker or borrowing limit. As communication is based on a collaborative protocol, AC1 is provided with the ability to query ABK and to answer to queries from it. Decision functions must be transferred from AC1 to ABK: criteria for setting up the delay of payment for sell-AC1 knowledge regarding ABK Ontology knowledge:
ABK identification, expenses (planned, actual), incomes (planned, actual), turnover, clients, suppliers, banker, credit limit, etc. Communication: synchronous/asynchronous, collaboration Cognition: rule: "do not plan more expenses than allowed" Safety: all expenses and incomes must be transmitted to ABK ers or customers, criteria for automatic authorizing on expenses (small/significant, common/uncommon) etc. ABK possesses also its own knowledge and intrinsic characteristics. ABK obeys obviously to the laws and rules of its domain of competence: accountancy. For example, s/he elaborates monthly the account listing and asks AC1 to validate it. A presentation of this relationship can be found in figure 3 .
AC1 communicates with AC2 in a synchronous or asynchronous negotiation mode. The list of tasks comprises: maintain a list of colleagues, send subcontract bids, answer to subcontract offers, check planning etc. The ontological knowledge of AC1 regarding the collaboration with AC2 consists of: AC2 identification, competences, workload (planned, actual), clients, daily invoice amount etc. Cognition rules may for instance concern strategic positioning: accept reduced daily invoice amount in order to acquire experience in a targeted competence area. The safety component of knowledge specifies for instance not to negotiate, in a given period of time, a contract with a client (see above the relation with EAC) who was met/encountered during a subcontract (do not steal a client from AC2). The knowledge base is represented in figure 4 It would be too long to describe the knowledge and the tasks of each agent of our example. We showed however that our modeling of corporate knowledge encompasses the knowledge and the tasks of agents and that it is general enough to model individual and system behaviors. Agents' behavior consists of evaluating utility functions and selecting the next task to be executed. Tasks regarding knowledge exchange consist of capturing and annotating knowledge, defining filters and knowledge clusters, transferring and receiving clusters. Since agents are not necessarily purely automated agents, they can be provided with a friendly user interface. In some cases, the agent is an automated system and in some others it plays the role of a software assistant to the user.
We implemented this approach in a system dedicated to knowledge exchanges in-between agents. Since there is yet no platform available for implementing agents in the purely agent oriented abstraction paradigm, the implementation was done using the Jade platform [13] . Jade is mostly based on the object oriented paradigm and it provides features for agent's control and communication. Some features from the agent oriented abstraction are not supported (or at least not supported very well), such as knowledge annotations and the variety of communication mechanisms. Also the distinction between some knowledge and the decision mechanisms of agents can hardly be maintained very strictly. We could however implement knowledge of agents in terms of clusters as defined in this paper and we implemented the so-called virtual knowledge communities [11] [17] . Each agent is provided with a different knowledge cluster. Through knowledge communities agents can extend dynamically their cluster (gain knowledge) and they can inform about parts of their own cluster (inform about knowledge). Several types of agent's behavior have been designed, e.g. social vs individualistic. Individualistic agents possess a list of goals expressed in terms of clusters that they want to extend. When no existing community matches the goals of an agent, then it creates dynamically a community. When a community matches the goals of an agent, then this agent joins the community and it can send and access messages within this community. A newly accessed knowledge can be registered by the agent, which then extends its own knowledge cluster. Inputs to the agent can also provide more traditionally from sensors and from the user. His/her inputs are also needed when the agent is not able to make decisions.
Virtual knowledge communities
As written in the previous section, the implementation of our approach is realized through the concept of virtual knowledge communities. Virtual communities are becoming increasingly popular, particularly on the internet, as a means for like-minded individuals or agents to meet, share and gain access to the information they are most interested in quickly and efficiently. The concept of an online knowledge community has been previously illustrated for instance by [10] . It is also consistent with the approach of Bonifacio et al. [1] with which we almost fully agree. From the point of view of corporate knowledge management, agents are individuals, software assistants, automata. Agents possess knowledge when processes within an organization tend to enable them to produce and exchange knowledge with each other. These processes are distributed throughout the organization and contribute through their own intrinsic goals to solve a unique high-level challenge, namely the success of a company. This provides the link between corporate knowledge and virtual knowledge communities. However, our model of agent-oriented abstraction [3] supposes a liberal organization of the "society of agents" contributing to what we define to be the corporate knowledge of a company. A community is a place where agents can share knowledge with other agents having common domains of interest. Communities can be created or destroyed dynamically by agents, as and when necessary. Broadcast messages inform about that. Within a corporation, knowledge is highly heterogeneous. Agents -especially intelligent or usercontrolled agents-are free to change their own ontological view of the world and they can share a common set of normalized ontologies, which most agents agree upon and that constitute their common reference when creating communities. The relationship between this approach and the buyer-seller paradigm upon which ebusiness is based ought to be obvious and demonstrate that this paradigm is covered by our model for corporate knowledge. The concept of virtual community provides then a feasible approach to the heterogeneous nature of knowledge. A side comment is that our approach to ontological diversity differs slightly from the one presented by Orbst et al. in [18] .
In the implemented model we distinguish four key notions: personal ontology, knowledge instances, knowledge cluster and mapper. Personal ontology describes the taxonomy of the relationships between the concepts and predicate that an agent understands. The knowledge instances are instances of objects defined in the personal ontology. It must be noted that a fully consistent implementation of our model would require to consider abstractions instead of instances but as already mentioned, the implementation is performed in Jade which enables only objets not agent-oriented abstractions. The knowledge clusters is that sub-part of an ontology that can be shared among agents. Clusters are defined by their head concept, a pointer to the different parts of knowledge existing in a cluster. Knowledge is either existing at design time, the so-called inherent knowledge, or acquired dynamically by sharing (and learning) knowledge among members of the cluster-related community. The mappers are basically the tools that enable to communicate knowledge among agents. An agent possesses a mapper for each cluster it belongs to. In this project we emphasize mainly the knowledge acquisition facet of knowledge communities. To deal with inherent knowledge is a special case of the dynamical sharing of knowledge among agents.
In the previous section we did introduce a simple test case. This brief outline of the main concepts behind our implementation aims to demonstrate that our theoretical modeling of corporate knowledge can be easily implemented using well-defined concepts. One facet that is part of the motivation for the agent-oriented abstraction could have been addressed here: The framework for security and trust in multiagent systems. Our approach for a society of agents implies that this society is liberal in the sense that new agents can be easily introduced, and accepted, in the society. This implies in turn that intruders, for instance, can be detected and expelled. Such a feature is a prerequisite to trust E-transactions. It is also a prerequisite when modeling corporate knowledge in a secure framework. It is shown in [5] that our approach is suitable to secure, to trust and to validate electronic transactions. Any cyberworld will only exist when secure, safe and trusted.
Conclusion
Corporate knowledge in cyberworlds consists both of information that is available throughout a company and of information technology frameworks and paradigms. Considering an enterprise as a distributed computational paradigm, multi-agent systems have been proposed to address knowledge management issues within a company. We proposed in this paper a new abstract modeling of corporate knowledge in cyberworlds. Our approach is based on the agent oriented abstraction paradigm. This paradigm provides a high level of abstraction. From the perspective of corporate knowledge management, agents -individuals, software assistants or automata-cooperate to resolve a unique highlevel problem, namely the success of a company. There are numerous strategies for achieving this goal. We consider agents that have the ability to process their own tasks or solve problems leading to gain in productivity, time or quality by importing knowledge from other agents. The broad scope of available knowledge is then appropriately considered. Our work gives now the possibility to better simulate and support knowledge management processes, and therefore to innovate with new methods in this field. We have implemented the approach for distributed knowledge management in the frame of the virtual knowledge community concept. The approach is also well-suited to filter the amount of knowledge that is transmitted throughout a company. This is one of the decisions shaping up how management is conducted within a company. This is one of the topics of on-going and future research. Another on-going work is to assess the Jade platform to design agents from the perspective of security, trust and safety. Depending on the threats considered it seems that security is difficult to enforce. This leads to design a new agent platform having more advanced security features. This remark applies also to mobile agents that will be encountered in the course of any assessment of or changes to corporate knowledge. In fact, Jade ignores the security of such agents. A consequence is that in our prototype [11] we disregard the definition of the filtering of knowledge although this feature is required in any real world application since the world and thus any company is flooded with wanted or unwanted knowledge. Intruding agents can be filed under the header of unwanted knowledge. A new platform to design agent systems is being designed and implemented by the group of the second author. It will have several security features. Until it is available, it makes no sense to implement the filtering algorithms we enable in our model. We just want to stress that one of the strengths of our approach is to be able to propose solutions to the problems of adopting any amount of knowledge that is required to execute a single task such as answering the phone and to the problem of identifying intruding knowledge. The tools are coming partly from the AOA approach and the use of annotations for knowledge. These annotations can be stamped by filtering devices or algorithms such as those mentioned previously. Annotations can be seen as an hierarchical organization of knowledge and ontologies. This allows a classification of knowledge while data mining it. This is an ongoing work that fits perfectly our model.
